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60 MOZAN, TELL 

to support a particular sectarian point of view. The splendid 
stucco nlihriib added to the congregational mosque at Isfa- 
han in AH Safar 7 1olJu1y I 3 10 (see figure I) just after the Il- 
Khanid Oljeitii's conversion to Shiism, for example, is in- 
scribed with a tradition of 'Ali ibn Abi Talib that whoever 
frequents a mosque will receive one of eight benedictions. 
It was undoubtedly invoked to win over the population in 
this troublesome sectarian city. 

[See also Inscriptions, article on Inscriptions of the Islamic 
Period; Mosque.] 
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SHEILA S. BLAIR 

MOZAN, TELL, site, now positively identified as Ur- 
keS, located in Syria, on the Khabur plains, near the head- 
waters of Wadi Darca, one of the streams feeding the Kha- 
bur River, just south of the Mardin pass leading to the 
Anatolian plateau (37O02' N, 41~0' E). The site, with its 
commanding position, was the major gateway to the copper 
mines in the north and was a hub in the communication 
network to the south, along the Khabur, and on the east- 
west road that flanks the Taurus range. [See Taurus Moun- 
tains.] 

The central High Mound measures 18 ha (45 acres) and 
stands 25 m above virgin soil. The Outer City extends for 
400 m, for a total surface of 135 ha (334 acres). Tell Mozan 

has been identified as the site of ancient UrkeS, the metal 
city of Hurrian mythology and one of the major third-mil- 
lennium capitals that had so far escaped identification. It is 
described in later Hurrian myths as the residence of Ku- 
marbi, the major god of the Hurrian pantheon. As such it 
plays a prominent role in the mythical geography of ancient 
Syria. The famous bronze lions of King Tish-atal of Urkei, 
which had been sold on the antiquities market and are now 
exhibited in the Louvre and the Metropolitan Museum, are 
thus to be reinterpreted as having come from Tell Mozan. 
[See Hurrians.] 

Tell Mozan was first surveyed and briefly excavated by 
Max Mallowan in 1934. He dug three trenches (ROY GO, 
HO) and noted some surface remains, identified as NO. Mal- 
lowan first assumed that the site was Roman, which was one 
reason he chose Chaghar Bazar for his excavations. (The 
most detailed report is to be found in his wife's autobiog- 
raphy: Agatha Christie, Come Tell Me How You Live, New 
York, 1977, p. 72ff.). [See the biography of Mallowan.] 

Regular excavations, under the direction of Giorgio Buc- 
cellati and Marilyn Kelly-Buccellati, began in 1984; by 1995 
eight seasons were completed. The long-term research swat- 
egies, favored by the fact that the site has almost no modem 
occupation, have taken three major directions: extensive 
surveys (topographic, geophysical, and artifactual) of the 
entire area; distinct operations on the High Mound, with a 
view toward obtaining an understanding of different func- 
tional units (the city wall in KW; the temple, BA; the royal 
storehouse, AK; a private house, FI) and different periods 
(the stepped trench, AS; the deep sounding, S2; the later 
occupations in BH and CI); and, preliminary soundings in 
the Outer City, indicating that it was utilized both for burials 
( 0 4 ,  OBI) and domestic structures (OD2, OEI). 

The chronological distribution of the occupation of 
Mozan began in the Halaf period, on the basis of ceramic 
evidence found on the surface of the Outer City and from 
the lowest 1evels.of deep sounding S2, just above virgin soil. 
[See Halaf, Tell.] No early third-millennium strata have yet 
been excavated, but in deep sounding S2 three small 
pointed-base Ninevite V cups were found in stratum A12 
next to a carbon sample for which the calibrated date 2920 

gested that early-third-millennium sherds were more prev- 

i 
? 170 BCE was obtained. The surface ceramic survey sug- 

dent on the northern portion of the mound. 
The major occupational strata at Mozan and the largest 

component in the buildup of the high mound can be dated 
to the second half of the third millennium (a calibrated C- 
14 date of 2435 BCE ? 60 has been obtained for phase AI of i 

I temple BA). It is remarkable to find structures from this - 
period not only at lower elevations (city wall KW, store- ' 
house AK), but also at middle (private house FI) and top- 
most elevations (temple BA). This suggests that the city's 1 
skyline in the mid-third millennium was already similar in I 
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From the initial ceramic survey it appeared that second- 
millennium BCE occupation was centered on the highest por- 
t m  of the mound. This was verified in a small sounding 
'QI) and in the upper saata of the step aench AS, where 
trdces of a large building have been partially uncovered. The 
ldtsst levels above temple BA dated to the Khabur period, 
but no building remains were found. On a lower portion of 
the high mound, area CI, a single Khabur-period grave was 
sxavated. The latest occupation dates to the Nuzi period 
and is characterized by private houses (AS, BH) containing 
very few small finds. Even the ceramics are of the coarser 
variety, with only portions of two painted goblets found in 
the excavations. 

The earliest phase of temple BA is the best preserved (see 
figure I). It had a large interior space (9 X 16.5 m) with a 
monumental enaance accessed by a long (8 m) stone ramp. 
The foundations were constructed of large and roughly 
hewn limestone blocks with mud-brick walls resting imme- 
diately on stone foundations. The plan and the exterior di- 
mensions are similar to those of temple G at Ebla and the 
"Aussenbau" at Chuera (which, however, have an access in 
antis, as opposed to the Mozan bent-axis approach); at Ebla 
thz walls are twice as thick, which means that the interior 
space is considerably smaller. [See Ebla; Chuera, Tell.] A 
thick, cementlike pavement covered the entire interior 
space; it is assumed that, in spite of its large size, this room 
was roofed and that the roof was pitched. 

At the base of a stepped aench on the western side of the 
tell, portions of a large storehouse have been excavated. 
Judging from the layout of the excavated portion, this is the 
southwestern comer of a building that, once excavated, may 
be three times as large as the present exposure. The plan 
(see figure 2) consists of an accession suite, a large hall with 
a closet or vault, and probably a courtyard and an interior 
storage area behind. The sectors to the east appear to have 
a plan that is the mirror image of the western half. The lower 
courses of the walls are stone, up to about I m high, with 
mud brick on top, but they are not plastered. The vault in 
sector B is a small closet (1.8 X 1.3 m) with thick walls and 
an anteroom. The notching, or rabbeting, in the doorways 
is for the most part structural, in that it must have held a 
door panel-the location of the door coincides in many cases 
with a saongly marked threshold. 

More than six hundred seal impressions, all dated to the 
early Akkadian period, came from a floor deposit associated 
with the vault in sector B (saaturn B 12). More than I 50 of 
these were inscribed: these legends give the name of the king 
(endan in Human) of UrkeS and of the queen, plus other 
members of the royal court. It appears therefore that this 
was a royal storehouse, where goods were stored in boxes, 
baskets, and jars on which the seals were rolled; there were 
only two door sealings. Since the majority of the seals be- 
longed to the queen, the western wing of AK must have been 
resewed for goods belonging to her. The iconography and 

MOZAN, TELL. .Figure I .  Plan of tempk BA, phase BIA. (Courtesy 
G. Buccdati) 

style of the seal impressions are, for the most part, in striking 
conaast with the more formal early Akkadian glyptic of the 
south. The seals carved in UrkeS have a unique stylistic vigor 
that can be aaced to the production of different workshops. 
Distinctive aspects include: the close correlation between the 
scenes and the individuals mentioned in the legends; the fact 
that several different seals were used by the same person; 
various depictions of the royal family with the king, the 
queen, the crown prince and a smaller child seated on the 
lap of the queen; the realistic rendering of animal figures, 
which include a lion crouching under the throne of the king; 
the exaemely fine and naturalistic definition of the figures, 
resulting in what appears to be portraitlike representations 
of the queen and the prince. 
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MOZAN, TELL. Figure 2. Plan of storehouse AK, stratum B12. (Courtesy G. Buccellati) 

Two administrative cuneiform tablets dating to the Late 
Sargonic period (c. 2250-2000 BCE) were found in FI; they - - - 
are written in Old Akkadian, but with several Hurrian per- 
sonal names. A school tablet from AK contains an excerpt 
of six lines from a list of professions also known from Abu 
Salabikh and Ebla. [See Akkadian; Abu Salabikh.] With it 
were found one lentoid tablet and fragments of some thirty 
additional administrative tablets, all from the Early Sargonic 
period. About eighty seal impressions from AK bore cune- 
iform legends from the same period. [See Seals; Cuneiform.] 

More than forty seal impressions were found in KW- 
mostly door sealings dating to the Early Dynastic Ill period, 
some possibly even Early Dynastic II. While some motifs 
continue into the Early Akkadian period, there are no clearly 
recognizable Akkadian sealings in the deposit. Prominent 
among the designs are the nude hero motifs and animal and 
human combat scenes. 

Typical Early Dynastic III ceramics include medium jars 
with grooved rims, Simple-ware conical cups, and Metallic- 
ware jars with rounded or ring bases. Akkadian ceramics are MOZAN, TELL. Figure 3. Small statue of a lion found in temple BA. 
characterized by a later variety of metallic ware and a con- (Courtesy G. Buccellati) 



tinuation of the Simple-ware tradition. One tomb with more 
than fifty vessels excavated in the Outer City (OBI) exhibits 
the transition between the Late Ninevite 5 tradition and the 
use of early Metallic ware. During this transition, painted 
Scarlet-ware stands were utilized at Mozan; they appear to 
hare been manufactured locally because both painted and 
unpainted examples were found at the site. 

From third-millennium contexts a large number of metal 
objects have been excavated and analyzed-mostly points 
and pins, but also spears, daggers, and one scraper. A range 
of metal alloys was used-relatively pure copper, copper al- 
loyed with arsenic, or low-tin bronzes. Some recycling of 
metals is indicated. The majority of these objects were cast, 
annealed and finished by cold working. 
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GIORGIO BUCCELLATI and MARILYN 
KELLY-BUCCELLATI 

M V T A ,  site located in the northern Jordan Valley, 
near the outlet of N+al Tabor, 215 m below sea level. Ex- 
cavations were conducted over a surface area of 2,000 sq m 
by Jean Perrot (1966) in the I 960s. 

The earliest layers (6-3B) are dated to Pre-Pottery Neo- 
lithic B (PPNB) period. In layer 6 remains of isolated houses 
were identified, with foundations built of undressed stones 
and bricks. In the southern portion of the excavated area, 
remains of special activities were identified. Five large basalt 
slabs with wide grooves were uncovered, adjacent to a pave- 
ment of large pebbles and a floor with a few fireplaces. In 
layer 5 the remains of a brick building with a wall more than 
20 m long were uncovered. The houses in layer 4 were rec- 
tangular, with foundations built of a single course of un- 
dressed stones and sun-dried bricks, sometimes containing 
lime-plaster floors. In layer 3 a large rounded building with 
pebble flooring was uncovered, as were several rounded, 
plastered installations, perhaps used for storage. 

The lithic industry of the PPNB is characterized by spear 
points and arrowheads, made mostly from long blades re- 
moved from bipolar (naviform) cores and by elongated 
sickle blades, burins, and retouched blades. The assemblage 
also includes a large collection of ground-stone tools, in- 
cluding flat bowls, querns, and rubbing stones (Gopher, 
1989). Other artifacts recovered include small clay figurines 
representing both males and females. Among the imports to 
the site were obsidian from central Anatolia and marine 
shells. Of the faunal remains, two thirds are of ovicaprids; 
the rest are pig, cattle, gazelle, and deer. From this evidence, 
the economic basis seems to have been a mixed strategy of 
agriculture, herding, and hunting. 

Following a short occupational gap (layer 3a), layer 2b 
belongs to the Pottery Neolithic (PN) period, known as the 
Yarmukian culture (including both the Sha'ar ha-Golan and 
M-ata phases as originally defined by the excavator), ten- 
tatively dated to 5500-~m/4800 BCE (uncalibrated). [See 
Sha'ar ha-Golan.] 

The Yarmukian habitations are in large pits with numer- 
ous underground bell-shaped storage facilities. At least some 
of these dwellings contain a floor, a fireplace, and a bench- 
like structure.around the walls. The often bell-shaped stor- 
age pits are about I m deep and 1-1.5 m in diameter at the 
base. 

Recently studied by Yosef Garfinkel (1992)~ the Yarmu- 
kian pottery, the earliest at the site, is characterized by pithoi, 
holemouth jars, and decorated bowls, as well as handleless 
jars. Large open bowls are interpreted as food trays, while 
miniature ones are seen as cosmetic or spice containers. 
Considered the hallmark of the Yarmukian culture, the in- 
cised herringbone pattern, always enclosed by painted lines, 
is a common decoration. Another pattern is a combination 
of zigzag and undulating lines. Early assemblages contain 
pottery decorated with incision and paint. 

The objects that most distinguish the Yarmukian culture 
are the seated female figurines. They are usually represented 
wearing a conical mask; they have "coffee bean" eyes and 
their hands are folded under their breasts. 

The lithic industry of layer 2b contained denticulate sickle 
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